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Personal emergency
care assistant

eevi Samsung
Active 2 Smart Watch

Out and about

Care if you need it, peace of mind when you don't

Smart and discreet care monitoring when on the move

The eevi Samsung Active 2 Smart Watch provides access to 24/7 emergency
response support with a stylish yet discreet solution for extra care while out and
about. The SmartWatch is worn just like a regular watch and can go wherever you
go. The eevi difference is that it provides 24/7 emergency assistance at the push of a
button connecting you to a dedicated monitoring centre, meaning that help is
always nearby.
The discreet monitoring watch works wherever there is 4G connectivity. The device
offers two-way communication and functions just like a mobile phone for
accessible communication and support if ever it’s needed.
Professional monitoring
The professionally monitored service connects the user to a 24/7
emergency response centre that guarantees 95% of calls will be
answered and responded to within 60 seconds or less at any time
of the day. Having this type of system ensures that help is always
there at the push of a button.

SAMSUNG ACTIVE 2 WATCH & FEATURES
Connectivity

Location Tracking
Emergency Response
Device Comms
Water
Activity monitoring
Battery
App Integration

Styles and dimentions
*Battery life varies with size of watch
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4G Network Coverage
GPS with SMS notification
Professionally monitored 24/7
2-way voice/ Data/ SMS
Splash resistant
Monitors steps and movement
Up to 20 hours*
eevi Family & Friends app

40mm Rose Gold & 44mm Black

How does the eevi
Smart Watch work?

Integration to Friends & Family
mobile application
The Samsung Active 2 Smart Watch provides
important information on the location of the watch
for a primary carer through GPS location tracking.
This device can additionally be enabled to send
push notifications or messages to a carer when a
battery device is low or if a device goes offline.
The Friends & Family app also provides notifications
when an alert has been triggered ensuring support
can be notified through multiple channels.

Eevi products are designed to help you
maintain your independence, which is why we
choose everyday devices that are simple to use.
Our goal is to provide you with the best
technology solutions to enhance your lifestyle.
We love to hear your comments and any feedback.

Follow us on Instagram: eevi_life
Like us on Facebook: eevi.life

If you need a helping hand or more
information, please call 1300 802 738 or visit
www.eevi.life
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